TitanLTE Installation
Your new TitanLTE GPS tracker has been programmed and
tested before it left our facility. Once you receive your tracking
device, you will need to connect it to a 12v power source.

The TitanLTE comes with two POSITIVE and two NEGATIVE
wires. This is for redundancy if you wish to connect your

tracker to two different power supplies. However, only ONE
POSITIVE and ONE NEGATIVE is required.
1) Locate a 12V power source on your trailer or powered
asset.
2) Find a suitable mounting location for the TitanLTE.
Remember, the device uses both GPS and Cellular to
communicate, so a clear view of the sky is recommended.
3) Connect ONE of the Negative wires on the wiring harness
to your negative terminal on your powered asset.
4) Connect ONE of the Positive wires on the wiring harness to
your positive terminal on your powered asset.
5) Cut or Zip Tie back the remaining wires. They are not
used.
Once power is applied to your TitanLTE, the device will connect
to the cellular network and begin reporting its position. Please
use the Mobile App to view the location of your asset and
confirm the device is working properly.

Buzzer Installation
Your buzzer comes with two wires, a red and a black. The Black
buzzer wire will need to be connected to the tracking device
and the Red buzzer wire will need to be connected to the +12v
DC power source. Installation is outlined below:

1) Find a proper mounting location for the buzzer and screw
into place.
2) Connect the RED wire from the BUZZER to a +12v power
source.
3) Connect the BLACK wire from the BUZZER to the YELLOW
wire on the GPS TRACKER.
If you experience any issues with installation, feel free to reach
out to our technical support team for assistance. As well,
please take note of the LEDs on the side of the GPS tracker
which will help our team diagnose any issues you may be
experiencing.

